Tell us about your idea for reducing and optimization)

Energy supply (e.g., alternative energy)

Buildings (e.g., new building design, renovations, maintenance and optimization)

 Areas does your idea address?

Hot water use)

input of fertilizers and care, and prohibiting the use of invasive... enhance our local ecosystem, while helping conserve the biodiversity that... can actually send their green electricity across that Energy Internet... we create information, store it in digital, and share it online.

There are now millions and millions of buildings... stores that have been transformed into micro power plants and they...

Fans (read costly in money and energy) at their desks. In the which are a huge drain on power, and in energy-LEED buildings,...

Water bottles and fountains. Each washroom should be provided with... could use without a water bottle (but they should also be...

The university would be able to save on energy costs. Considerably, installing a projector screen is likely less expensive than...

Potentially, if the cost of replacing the shower heads is covered by the savings in water costs. It should save money,

The benefits fit into the society’s perception and motivation to... with an innovative, cutting-edge research with commercial potential everywhere. In frustration during the last academic year, in the middle of a...

Due to the different faculties and departmental scheduling software involved, coordination of the scheduling process will be...

There are a few companies that profit from this practice. They won’t give up easily.

There is a need to replace very old and outdated vehicles very low mileage. When the vehicle use is maximized, any new more...

Vancouver city council recently had a proposal to monitor and compensate on a level set through historical archives-a lot has...

Get a sky train line (preferably 2) coming into campus (not to partially fund it ourselves. One should connect along the Broadway length; in cooperation with the Music department and Opera programme;...

-­‐-­‐-­‐with an innovative, cutting-edge research with commercial potential everywhere.

In the Broadway path on campus to allow efficient flow between classes iii) providing... students in Forestry, Engineering or Environmental Sciences...
types, procurement, maintenance

Individual behaviour (e.g. lab figures (see this link: https://medium.com/@kurtgrimm/block-learning-60b1ff0d34b6), or to discuss the proposal please send me an email: kgrimm@eos.ubc.ca.

I am not suggesting a metaphysical or ... refresh that leads to integration of concepts and perhaps a thoughtful developing innovative, "flipped classroom" pedagogies. The availability of longer, less frequent classtimes to enact inquiry-based learning will propel the our lifestyles come to the forefront. In the university (and ... further beyond) we can accomplish these goals simply, deliberately and...